
SCOUT Projects:  Tankwatch Sensor Maintenance 

m/v SCOUT (Great Harbour N37)          Ray Henry  

Description 
A maintenance process and backup storage for keeping Tankwatch sensor in good working condition. 

Parts Ordered 
1. Spare Tankwatch Sensor – various online sources 

2. 3” PVC pipe section – approx. 2ft 

3. 3” PVC pipe cap 

4. 3” PVC threaded coupler 

5. 4-conductor waterproof connector 

 
6. PVC glue 

Design 
We are somewhat paranoid about our holding tank level.  We always want to be sure we know where it 

is.  We had a process that every time we pumped out the holding tank, we remove the Tankwatch 

sensor and clean and test the floats.  Understandably, this is a somewhat cumbersome and tedious task.  

We wanted to make it as easy and quick as possible so that we would not be prone to take shortcuts. 

The first idea was to buy a spare tank sensor.  This way, we could just put in the spare unit immediately 

after the pumpout and clean the other one at a somewhat slower pace, alternating sensors each time. 

I also wanted an easier way to disconnect the unit for removal.  The current 4-wire terminal strip and 

screws were a pain. 

Finally, we needed a way to store the falternate sensor when not in the tank. 



Completion 
Our tank sensor is in the aft end of the tank under the starboard bottom drawer.  This is a view of the 

sensor and wiring with the drawer removed. 

 

 

We changed the wiring arrangement using a waterproof 4-position connector.  Previously, each time we 

removed the sensor, we had to unscrew the wires, keep track of the screws, prevent breaking ring 

terminals, etc.  This is what it looked like after the connector change – much simpler!  One click and it’s 

out. 

 

 



Here is the spare sensor already configured for connecting.  A second female connector was used and is 

permanently attached to the sensor.  [this is a new sensor and still has to have the legs cut to match the 

existing one – next pumpout]. 

 

 

In order to safely store the alternate sensor, I used a short section of 3” PVC pipe with a cap on one end, 

and a threaded connection at the other. 

 

 



The pipe was cut to match the longest sensor leg.  The threaded sensor fitting and gasket seals 

everything up when threaded into the “carrier”.  It stays ready to swap out at the next pumpout. 

 

 

Do-Overs and Comments 
This was a very inexpensive (except for the sensor) upgrade to our pumpout process.  

The storage pipe with glued on caps can also serve as a cleaning cannister when the previously-used 

sensor with its gasket is threaded into it.  Just fill it up with cleaning solution and shake it around. 

The connectors I used were a bit problematic.  I did not have the correct crimping tool for the terminals 

that came with it.  Instead, I had to solder and then mechanically crimp the wires to the terminal ends.  

They work well now, but it was over an hour to get them all on. There are likely PLENTY of alternative 4-

position connectors available that might have been be easier to install. 

 


